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The evolution of the adaptive immune system is characterized by changes in the relative abun-
dances of the B- and T-cell clones that make up its repertoires. To fully capture this evolution,
we need to describe the complex dynamics of the response to pathogenic and self-antigenic stimu-
lations, as well as the statistics of novel lymphocyte receptors introduced throughout life. Recent
experiments, ranging from high-throughput immune repertoire sequencing to quantification of the
response to specific antigens, can help us characterize the effective dynamics of the immune re-
sponse. Here we describe mathematical models informed by experiments that lead to a picture of
clonal competition in a highly stochastic context. We discuss how different types of competition,
noise and selection shape the observed clone-size distributions, and contrast them with predictions
of a neutral theory of clonal evolution. These mathematical models show that memory and effector
immune repertoire evolution is far from neutral, and is driven by the history of the pathogenic
environment, while naive repertoire dynamics are consistent with neutral theory and competition
in a fixed antigenic environment. Lastly, we investigate the effect of long-term clonal selection on
repertoire aging.
I. INTRODUCTION
B-cells and T-cells specificity is mediated by antigen-
recognition receptors located on their surfaces, which are
unique to each cell. B- and T-cells form the part of the
immune system that is called adaptive, because the abun-
dance of cells expressing each receptor type can be modu-
lated to meet the challenges of the antigenic environment.
T-cell receptors (TCR) and B-cell receptors (BCR) are
produced through a random process of gene editing called
VDJ recombination. Receptors are passed on to offspring
upon division (unchanged in T-cells, and altered by so-
matic hypermutations in B-cells) [1]. Cells that share a
common receptor define a clone. The set of clones that
a body possesses constitutes its immune repertoire. This
repertoire must be diverse enough to face any potential
pathogenic invasion, and precise enough to react quickly
to any threat.
The lymphocyte population evolves by division, differ-
entiation and death signals that are mainly of two types:
antigenic and hormonal, with the antigenic signals be-
ing specific to the clone and its receptor. Large scale
divisions that give rise to memory and effector cells are
triggered by pathogenic antigens, while naive cells require
short binding events to self-antigens to survive [2, 3]. The
evolution of the immune system can be understood at two
very different time scales: over evolutionary timescales,
with the shaping of the mechanisms of immunity through
natural selection; and over the lifetime of an individual,
through competition of immune cells for antigen and cy-
tokines. In this chapter we focus on the latter.
The high-throughput sequencing revolution of the last
decade has allowed for the deep sequencing of BCR and
TCR repertoires [4–12]. The diversity and distribution
of receptor sequences are the results of repertoire evolu-
tion. Statistical features of immune repertoires can thus
be used as a way to probe the rules that govern its dy-
namics. Massive receptor sequence data has been used to
characterise the mechanisms of receptor generation and
selection [13, 14], and the hypermutation process in B
cells [15–17]. Another way to analyse repertoires is to
count the number of times each unique sequence appears.
Unique molecular barcoding now allows us to obtain re-
liable counts of receptor mRNA molecules through cor-
rection of sequencing errors and PCR amplification noise
[18–20]. Using abundance information can be useful in
the clinic, e.g. for tracking clone sizes upon vaccination
[8, 18, 21, 22] or in leukemia patients [23, 24].
Using sequence counts, one can gather all clones of sim-
ilar size to form the clone size distribution in the reper-
toires of healthy individuals. These statistics, unlike the
abundances of particular receptor clones, are fairly robust
to sampling noise, as well as to individual-to-individual
variability. Clone size distributions of unsorted reper-
toires and of subsets of effector and memory cells have
been reported to be heavy-tailed or even to follow a power
law [4, 25–32]. An example of these distributions is given
in Fig. 1. Note that similar behaviour has not been es-
tablished for naive cells. These long tails in the clone-size
distribution put strong constraints on the class of mathe-
matical models that one could propose for the repertoire
dynamics. In addition, the quantitative features of the
clone-size distribution can in principle be used to extract
information about the nature and scale of the dynamical
processes at play.
Much of the early mathematical modeling work on
adaptive immunity has focused on the response of single
clones or subsets of clones to antigenic challenges, using
ordinary differential equations [33]. More recently inter-
est has shifted to understanding the global dynamics of
lymphocyte populations at the level of the repertoire [34–
36]. To model the repertoire as a population of clones,
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2one can find inspiration in ecology or population genet-
ics. There is however an important difference between
the adaptive immune system and classic models of evolu-
tion such as Kimura’s neutral model [37] or the selective
sweeps model [38]. In the immune system, sequence di-
versity is produced de novo through VDJ recombination
in the thymus and in the bone marrow, rather than from
mutations (with the exception of hypermutations of BCR
in germinal centers). It is necessary to develop new tools
to tackle these challenges. In this paper we give a uni-
fied overview of recent models that attempt to describe
the somatic population dynamics in the adaptive immune
system. We revisit previously studied models in terms
of the clone size distributions they predict, and investi-
gate aging of naive repertoires using a minimal tractable
model.
II. GENERAL MODEL
One of the first models of population dynamics in the
adaptive immune system was introduced by de Boer and
Perelson and developed in a series of papers which ex-
plicitly models competition between clones for antigenic
resources [39–42]. More recent works have analysed very
similar models [36, 43]. All these previous models can be
encompassed within a common mathematical framework,
which we describe now.
The general idea behind this class of models is that one
important signal for which lymphocytes compete comes
from antigens. Strong antigenic recognition by mature
lymphocytes generally triggers clonal expansion into ef-
fector and memory cells. These strong signals are usually
of pathogenic origin with the exception of autoimmune
reactions. Antigens produced by the self usually do not
trigger large scale proliferation or differentiation, as pe-
ripheral cells have been selected against auto-immunity.
They can however provide naive cells with survival cues
or control their homeostatic proliferation. In sum, the
ability of each cell to bind different peptides determines
its propensity to divide and die, which in turn depend on
antigenic signals. In that description, all cells of a clone
have the same division and death rates, although more
elaborate models can include fluctuations in the state of
each cell through numbers of surface receptors, expres-
sion of genes, or concentrations of signaling molecules (we
discuss this extension in Section VII).
In mathematical terms, the T-cell or B-cell repertoire
is described by a set of N clones with abundances Ci(t),
1 ≤ i ≤ N , and the environment by a set of M anti-
genic peptides with concentrations aj(t), 1 ≤ j ≤ M .
The binding probabilities between antigens and clones
are encoded in an N ×M interaction matrix K, where
Kij is the probability for antigen j to bind receptor i.
The dynamics of each clone are governed by division and
death, which occur with Poisson rates that depend on
a receptor-specific antigenic stimulus, Si, which we will
specify later. We denote by ν(Si) the division rate (an in-
creasing function of Si to model antigen-driven prolifera-
tion) and by µ(Si) the death rate (a decreasing function
of Si to model survival signals). Clone sizes Ci follow
continuous Markovian dynamics, with transitions:{
Ci → Ci + 1 with rate ν(Si)Ci,
Ci → Ci − 1 with rate µ(Si)Ci. (1)
When considering large clones, the stochastic nature of
division and death is often neglected, yielding a continu-
ous version of Eq. 1,
∂tCi = [ν(Si)− µ(Si)]Ci. (2)
The clone-specific stimulus is defined as the sum of the
stimuli provided by all antigens:
Si =
M∑
j=1
KijFjaj , (3)
where Fj is an antigen-specific factor that quantifies
its availability, and thus models competition: the more
clones are specific to antigen j, the less available it will
be. Fj can take many forms, but a simple one that is
consistent with most previously proposed models is:
Fj =
1 + 
1 + 
∑N
i=1KijCi
, (4)
where the parameter  sets the strength of competition.
One can view antigens as resources that mediate survival
or growth. Competition for these antigenic resources en-
sures good coverage of antigenic space by immune reper-
toires, consistent with the observed efficiency of adaptive
immune systems [35].
Eqs. 1 or 2 define the dynamics of particular clones, but
the number and identities of clones themselves may fluc-
tuate. New clones are introduced into the system through
thymic (T-cell) and bone marrow (B-cell) output, with a
Poissonian rate θ, and an introduction size drawn at ran-
dom from a distribution P0(C). Clones go extinct when
Ci reaches 0. The balance between the introduction and
extinction of clones allows for the existence of a steady
state. The entries of K are usually drawn at random
from a specified distribution, the precise choice of which
is somewhat arbitrary and usually not crucial, as we will
discuss.
III. NEUTRAL THEORY
The stochastic nature of division and death in Eq. 1
leads to fluctuations that are known as demographic or
birth-death noise. Before considering the effect of compe-
tition on diversity and the distribution of clone sizes, it is
interesting to first consider the effect of this demographic
noise on the population with constant birth and death
rates ν < µ. This situation corresponds to Kimura’s
neutral model of evolution [37], in which new variants
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FIG. 1: Cumulative clone size distributions of unsorted hu-
man T cells from [30, 31] follow a power law over several
decades. Each colour is one individual. Clone sizes corre-
spond to the number of distinct molecular barcodes associated
with each nucleotide sequence of the beta chain (TRB).
are generated by VDJ recombination with rate θ and an
introduction size drawn from P0(C).
The stochastic evolution of clone sizes is described
by the following Master equation for the mean number
N(C, t) of clones of size C at time t:
∂tN(C, t) = ν[(C − 1)N(C − 1, t)− CN(C, t)]
+ µ[(C + 1)N(C + 1, t)− CN(C, t)] + θP0(C).
(5)
The steady-state distribution of clone sizes can be cal-
culated by solving for ∂tN(C, t) = 0, yielding for C >
max{C : P0(C) > 0},
N(C) ∝ 1
C
(ν/µ)C (6)
(see e.g. Ref. [43], Supplementary Information for a
derivation). The distribution falls exponentially fast
above the source, creating a large-clone cut-off at
(logµ/ν)−1. Examples of clone size distributions cre-
ated by this process are shown in Fig. 2 (black curves:
analytical prediction; blue curves: simulations).
The equation above has a continuous equivalent in the
linear-noise approximation, corresponding to the follow-
ing stochastic differential or Langevin equation:
∂tCi = (ν − µ)Ci +
√
(µ+ ν)Ciξ, (7)
where ξ is a Gaussian white noise with the Iˆto conven-
tion. Note that Eq. 7 was used in Ref. [36] as an approx-
imation of competitive dynamics in the naive immune
system to compute the mean lifetime of clones, a case we
will discuss further in the next section. Because C is now
continuous, the clone size distribution is described by a
probability density ρ(C, t), governed by a Fokker-Planck
equation with the steady-state solution [43]:
ρ(C) ∝ 1
C
exp
(
−2µ− ν
µ+ ν
C
)
. (8)
Although the decay exponents of Eq. 8 and Eq. 6 are dif-
ferent, they agree in the limit where division and death
are well balanced, µ − ν  µ + ν. This limit is relevant
for adaptive immune repertoires (and many neutral sys-
tems): it corresponds to division and death rates being
tuned to similar values by homeostasis, allowing for large
population sizes with minimal thymic output.
The exponential decay of the clone size distribution
predicted by the neutral model is inconsistent with the
power-law behaviour observed in unsorted T-cell data
(see Fig. 1). However, neutral theory may be consis-
tent with the observed distribution of naive clone cells,
although even in this case additional mechanisms might
be necessary to reproduce data with reasonable parame-
ters [32].
Additionally to neutral dynamics, global competition
can also be added to the model to describe the carrying
capacity of the population, or homeostasis. Adding this
effect does not change the general behaviour of the clone
sizes, but simply scales them to ensure a constant pop-
ulation size [43]. Dividing the population into different
groups with different dynamics and differentiation can
lead to more complex distributions (see Ref. [44] in the
context of hematopoietic stem cell maturation).
IV. COMPETITION FOR RESOURCES IN
CONSTANT ENVIRONMENTS
The neutral hypothesis has limitations. As already
discussed, the clone size distributions it predicts are not
consistent with available data. In addition, it ignores
competition for survival and division cues in the memory
and effector subsets, as well as in the naive subset as
shown by experiments in lymphopenic mice [45].
Before we can account for competition, we need to
specify the statistics and dynamics of the antigenic land-
scape, {aj(t)}. The temporal dynamics of antigen fluctu-
ations and evolution are generally not well understood.
In the simplest assumption, the antigenic landscape is
just constant in time, which is plausible for self-antigens,
as fluctuations in their concentrations are expected to be
spatial rather than temporal and can be averaged over
the body. Such a constant landscape of self-antigens
seems relevant for naive cells. On the other hand, the
concentrations of the antigens that drive the dynamics
of effector and memory cells vary over timescales of days
during infections [46–48].
Lythe et al. [36] studied a model of competition of
naive T-cells in a constant antigenic landscape. The
competitive dynamics are governed by Eq. 1, 3, and 4
with  → ∞, ν(Si) = ν1Si, constant death rate µ, and
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FIG. 2: Competition in neutral environments limits the size
of large clones relative to neutral theory. Cumulative clone
size distributions are shown after 2000 days of simulation
of the dynamics of Eqs. 2-4 with  = 4, constant ν and
µ(Si) = µ0/(1−u+uSi), where u controls how much the anti-
gen environment affects clone dynamics. There are M = 100
antigens with constant concentrations aj = 1; entries of the
K matrix are 1 with probability p and 0 otherwise. The ini-
tial size of new clones is 10, P0(C) = δC,10. Demographic
noise is added to the simulation of Eq. 2 as a Gaussian white
noise of amplitude
√
(ν + µ(Si))Ci. The black line shows the
neutral theory prediction, Eq. 8, and the dotted line gives a
power-law of exponent −1 for comparison. Parameters for (A)
are chosen to have large demographic noise: ν = 0.05 day−1,
µ0 = 0.051 day
−1, θ = 30 day−1 and p = 0.05. Parameters
for (B) are ν = 0.05 day−1, µ0 = 0.06 day−1, θ = 40 day−1
and p = 0.07.
constant antigenic peptide abundances aj(t) = 1. Each
element Kij of the interaction matrix is drawn from the
same Bernoulli distribution.
Within this model, the mean steady-state repertoire
size T = 〈∑Ni=1 Ci〉 can then be expressed exactly as a
function of the biological parameters:
T =
ν1M + θC0
µ
, (9)
where we recall that M is the number of antigens, and
θC0 the thymic output in cells, with C0 = 〈C〉P0 the av-
erage clone size at introduction. In Ref. [36] the average
lifetime of a clone was also calculated using the neutral
approximation of section III, i.e. in the limit of negligible
competition. It is concluded from this calculation that
the average size of a clone is 10 in humans, while it is
close to 1 in mice.
In the general case, there exists no closed equation
for T . However, progress can be made when the anti-
genic peptides abundances aj(t) = a are uniform and
constant, the entries of the interaction matrix K are
random and independent, and in the limit where the
number of interacting partners of each antigen and of
each clone is large. In this limit the availability becomes
Fj ≈ F (T ) = (1 + )/(1 + 〈K〉T ) for all j, and the stim-
ulus is Si ≈ S(T ) = Ma〈K〉F (T ) for all i, where 〈K〉
is the average value of the entries Kij . In this case T is
given by the implicit equation:
0 = ∂tT = [ν(S(T ))− µ(S(T ))]T + θC0. (10)
Taking the parameters of the model from de Boer et
al. [42] (competition strength  = 1, birth rate ν = 0,
death rate µ(Si) = q/Si with a constant q, and antigenic
peptide abundance aj(t) = 1/2) yields:
T ≈ 2〈K〉MθC0
q
1
1 +
√
1 + 4〈K〉2MθC0/q
. (11)
Compared to Eq. 9, the population size is given by a
geometric rather than arithmetic average between thymic
output θC0 and antigen pool size M when their product
is large, T ∝ √MθC0. For comparison, the neutral model
predicts a simple linear dependence with thymic output,
T = θC0/(µ − ν). With new experiments, these scaling
relations could be used to experimentally establish the
relevant model classes for particular repertoire subsets.
Going beyond repertoire sizes, one can explore the ef-
fect of competition on clone size distributions. Under the
assumptions of a constant antigenic environment, there
are three sources of fluctuations for clone sizes. The first
one is demographic noise, and was already discussed in
section III. The second one is the fluctuations in the
overall ability of clones to bind antigens, measured by∑
j Kij , making some clones intrinsically fitter than oth-
ers, leading to larger clone sizes. The third source of
stochasticity stems from the constant turn-over of clones,
which affect the availabilities Fj of antigens, and thus
the stimulus Si that each clone receive. The two last
sources of fluctuations could create wider distributions
than would be expected from neutral models in certain
regimes of parameter space. On the other hand, compe-
tition for resources tends to limit the size of the largest
clones, which cannot grow beyond the carrying capacity
set by antigen availability.
Simulations of Eq, 2-4, with added demographic noise
within the linear-noise approximation, show that this
antigen-availability limit dominates the behaviour of the
clone-size distribution for large clones (Fig. 2). Turn-
ing on competition (modeled by the parameter u > 0
that describes how much the antigen environment affects
clone dynamics – see caption of Fig. 2) lowers the large-
clone cut-off compared to the neutral theory. The cut-off
imposed by resource availability is most visible when de-
mographic noise is important (µ− ν  µ + ν, Fig. 2A).
Like the neutral prediction, these distributions are incon-
sistent with clone-size distributions observed in effector
or memory populations.
V. FLUCTUATING ANTIGENIC
ENVIRONMENTS
The dynamics of memory and effector cells are driven
by new pathogens that regularly invade hosts, sometimes
triggering full fledged immune responses. Pathogens are
then cleared or at least reduced in concentration over
rather short time scales. This fast turnover creates a
constantly changing antigenic landscape.
5Fluctuations in the antigen concentrations keep the
system out of equilibrium, with the population of lym-
phocytes tracking the antigenic landscape with a delay.
This situation was studied in Ref. [43], where most clones
introduced from thymic or bone marrow output decay ex-
ponentially, while a few expand due to strong antigenic
stimulus. The clearing of the pathogenic threat depletes
the antigenic pool and the expanding clones shrink back
to typical sizes and eventually go extinct. In principle
the clearing rate of antigens could vary according to the
nature of pathogen or as a function of the efficiency of
the immune response. However for simplicity the antigen
decay rate λ is assumed to be constant, and in this sec-
tion the effect of competition is ignored,  = 0 (we shall
relax this assumption in the next section). The division
and death rates are set to ν(Si) = ν1Si and constant µ
in Eq. 2.
New antigens are introduced with rate θa. When a
new antigen arrives, some clones experience a transient
increase in their effective growth rate ν −µ, or “fitness,”
which lasts for a characteristic time λ−1. Eq. 2 can
be rewritten by separating the constant and fluctuating
parts of the fitness as:
∂tCi(t) = [f0 + fi(t)]Ci(t), (12)
where f0 = ν1〈Si〉 − µ ≤ 0 gathers the average constant
division and death factors and fi(t) = ν1(Si − 〈Si〉) is
the fluctuating part. Although these fluctuations may
have complex temporal structure and be correlated be-
tween antigens, one can show numerically that they can
be well represented by independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
processes
∂tfi(t) = −λfi(t) +
√
2γξi, (13)
where ξi is a Gaussian white noise, and γ sets the ampli-
tude of fluctuations, 〈fi(t)2〉 = γ2/λ. Note that demo-
graphic noise in neglected in Eq. 12, as that noise scales
as
√
Ci and is therefore small compared to fitness fluctu-
ations ∝ Ci.
In the limit of short λ, the model is analytically
tractable and yields power laws in the clone size dis-
tribution, ρ(C) ∝ C−1−α, consistent with experimen-
tal observations. The power law exponent is given by
α = λ2|f0|/γ2: the tail of the distribution is thinner when
the decay |f0| of clones is fast, and heavier when anti-
genic fluctuations are important (large γ) and long-lived
(small λ). The power-law behaviour and its exponent
are robust to demographic noise, thymic or bone marrow
output and the specifics of the interaction matrix K.
Experimentally, the observed exponents are very close
to α ≈ 1, as can be seen from Fig. 1. Plugging in α = 1,
λ = 0.1 day−1 and |f0| = 10−3 day−1 to the equation for
the exponent α, we find the typical fluctuations in fitness,√〈fi(t)2〉 = γ/√λ, are much larger than the average |f0|.
Although this was not done in Ref. [43], the total num-
ber of clones in the organism, sometimes simply called
“diversity” in immunology, or “species richness” in ecol-
ogy, can be estimated from the power-law exponent as
N = T (α−1)/α where T is the total number of cells (be-
tween 1011 and 1012 in humans for T-cells for instance),
provided that α > 1. The average size of a clone is then
〈C〉 = α/(α− 1). This equation depends very sensitively
on the value of the exponent around α = 1. Unfortu-
nately, experimentally observed exponents are often close
to 1, making it hard to get a good estimate. Nonethe-
less, with the advent of larger datasets and more accu-
rate measurement of the clone-size distribution, models
of fluctuating environments such as the one presented
here could help us make predictions for key statistics of
the immune system.
VI. EFFECT OF COMPETITION ON LARGE
CLONES IN FLUCTUATING ENVIRONMENTS
The model presented in the previous section ignores
competitive effects, making the different clones effectively
independent of each other. What is the effect of explicitly
modeling the competition between cells?
To study this effect, we simulated the model of Eqs. 2-4
with ν = ν1Si, constant µ, and a constant source of anti-
gens decaying with rate λ, as in the previous section, but
now with varying levels of competition . The resulting
steady-state clone-size distributions shown in Fig. 3 show
that competition suppresses the power-law behaviour be-
yond some cut-off in the clone sizes.
Competition can take two forms: interclonal or intr-
aclonal (cells from the same clone competing with each
other for antigenic resources). Intuitively, any compe-
tition should reduce large clone expansion because of
limited resources. In particular, intraclonal competition
effectively introduces a characteristic clone size, in the
form of a carrying capacity, that limits the power-law
behaviour. For very large clones Ci → ∞, the growth
rate typically scales like the inverse of its size, ν ∼
C−1i ν1
∑
j∈Vi aj , where Vi is the set of antigens that i is
specific to, limiting this size to Ci,max = (ν1/µ)
∑
j∈Vi aj .
In other words, self-competition prevents clones from
growing to populations larger than allowed by antigenic
resources. This result is consistent with the argument
of Ref. [42] that intraclonal competition is essential for
naive B-cell homeostasis.
The range of clone size fluctuations can be increased by
introducing nonlinearities at various levels: in the depen-
dence of Si on aj , or in the dependence of the availability
function Fj on Ci. Such nonlinearities can be justified
by the sharp response of T-cells to antigenic affinity and
availability [49, 50].
VII. NON-SPECIFIC RESOURCES
So far we have focused on antigenic stimuli as division
and survival signals for lymphocytes. However, other
growth inducers have been exhibited, particularly cy-
tokines [51, 52]. Cytokines do not act through clone-
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FIG. 3: Competition affects clone size distribution by lim-
iting the growth of large clones. Cumulative clone size dis-
tributions for varying levels of competition after 5000 days.
Simulations were performed without demographic noise. A
fixed death µ = 0.003 day−1, thymic production θ = 10
day−1, and antigen arrival rate θa = 2 day−1 were used. Birth
rates ν(Si) = ν1Si were rescaled using ν1 = 1.0, 1.08, 1.55, 5.0
day−1 such that the clone size distributions for different val-
ues of  were similar for small clones. Entries of K were taken
to be 1 with probability p = 0.001 and 0 otherwise. The size
of new clones was set to 2 cells, P0(C) = δC,2, the antigen
introduction size to a(t) = 1, and its decay rate to λ = 1
day−1.
specific receptor binding, so cells from different clones
are just as similar or different from each other as cells
from the same clone.
If all cells react uniformly to cytokine signaling then
the proteins only exercise global homeostasis and the sys-
tem falls into the class of neutral models, as already dis-
cussed in Section III. However, if different cells have ac-
cess to different levels of cytokine signaling because of
variations in the numbers of cytokine receptors, different
states of the signaling network, or different locations in
the body, more complex dynamics will arise. Mathemati-
cally, this heterogeneity can be modeled by adding a cell-
specific phenotypic fitness noise reflecting the state and
location of the cell. If this cell state is partially heritable
over generations then the cells from the same lineage will
have correlated fitness fluctuations. These correlations
will decay as the clone grows and information about the
ancestral cell state is lost. This class of model gives rise
to a wide range of clone size distributions [43], some of
which are consistent with neutral theory, while others,
corresponding to highly heritable cell states, follow an
approximate power law over several decades.
VIII. AGING OF IMMUNE SYSTEMS
In all the models above, the system is assumed to
reach a steady state over a rather short timescale. These
models do not address the question of the long-term ef-
fects of competition for resources and homeostasis in im-
mune repertoires. These long-term effects are irrelevant
if the antigenic environment fluctuates rapidly, but may
be important in stable antigenic landscapes, such as ex-
perienced by naive repertoires. The process of compet-
itive exclusion could contribute to depleting repertoire
diversity through the selection of ever fitter clones, and
could have strong implications for aging of individuals
over many years.
The evolution of the parameters of lymphocyte home-
ostasis (e.g. the birth and death rates) has been studied
in T-cells in detail [53–55]. However the question how
whole lymphocyte repertoires change with age remains
open. Aging of immune systems entails a loss of diver-
sity at a different pace for different groups of lymphocytes
[56] and a general increase in morbidity. Understanding
the mechanisms underlying the gradual deterioration of
the functioning of the immune system with age, known
as immunosenescence, is essential to expanding the effi-
ciency span of vaccines.
The loss of diversity in T-cell repertoires with age could
come from different sources: shrinking of the thymus and
its output, chronic inflammatory response, overall inef-
ficiency of cell machinery, beneficial somatic mutations
driving a few clones to high abundances and depleting
others [57], or the Hayflick limit [58]. Another possi-
ble source is competition, which increases the average
affinity of receptors to self-antigens over time, leading
to fewer, better-binding receptors [36]. In this section
we explore this scenario using our competition model,
and study a limit where the increase in binding affinity
can be calculated analytically. The model is similar to
a classic evolution model of successive selective sweeps
[59], with the difference that new clones do not originate
from existing lineages through mutations, but are pro-
duced de novo. The question of how evolution will pro-
ceed if driven by the introduction of new clonotypes is
mathematically equivalent to evolution driven by muta-
tion in the limit of an infinitely rugged fitness landscape
with infinitely many sites, where each mutation leads to
a completely random fitness independent of the ancestor
[60, 61].
We model the interaction between clone receptors and
antigens as happening in an effective receptor shape space
of low dimension. For concreteness we pick this shape
space to be a d-dimensional hypercube, Ω = (0, 1)d. Both
antigens and clones are drawn at random positions uni-
formly in Ω, as illustrated in Fig. 4A. The interaction
strength Kij is determined by the Euclidian distance
dij between the positions of antigen j and clone i in Ω,
Kij = e
−d2ij/`2 , where ` is the cross-reactivity range. The
antigen pool of size M is drawn at the beginning of the
process and kept constant to represent the stability of
7self-antigens. Clones compete for resources according to
Eq. 4 with  > 0 and their dynamics follow Eq. 2 with a
constant division rate ν and death rate µ(Si) = q/Si.
Each clone has a fitness gi = ν(Si) − µ(Si) that de-
pends on its distance to the different resources. It de-
pends strongly on the closest resources because of the
fast decay of the binding probability with distance in Ω.
Each antigen defines an ecological “niche” corresponding
to the area of shape space that directly surrounds it: the
antigen is the main contributor to the fitness of the clones
that fall in that small area. If the spacing of antigens is
large compared to the typical interaction range `, then
the different niches become independent: the survival of
a given clone depends only on its distance to the clos-
est antigen, as well as on its ability to outcompete other
clones depending on the same antigenic resource.
Under the assumption of competitive exclusion, or
strong selection, each niche features one dominant clone
that is the closest to the antigen, while all other clones in
the niche are outcompeted and decay exponentially fast.
As new clones are constantly introduced from thymic and
bone marrow output, occasionally a new clone will out-
compete the existing dominant clone in a niche and re-
place it, as schematised in Fig. 4A. The distribution of
fitness of dominant clones is simply determined by the
fittest clones introduced since the beginning of the pro-
cess and can be computed analytically. We call Γ(g, t) the
probability that the dominant clone in a given niche has
fitness smaller than g at time t, and Γ0(g) the probability
that a newly introduced clone has fitness smaller than g,
assuming that fitness is dominated by a single antigen
(we have dropped the niche index j for notational con-
venience). Assuming that selective sweeps are fast, the
dynamics of the fitness of the dominant clone follow:
∂tΓ(g, t) = −θ[1− Γ0(g)]Γ(g, t), (14)
where θ is the rate of introduction of new clones. This
equation is solved by:
Γ(g, t) = Γ(g, 0)e−[1−Γ0(g)]θt. (15)
Eq. 14 simply states that the clone of largest fitness g is
outcompeted at a rate equal to the introduction rate of
new clones, θ, multiplied by the probability that a new
clone has fitness larger than g, 1 − Γ0(g). The validity
of the dominant-clone approximation can be checked nu-
merically, as shown in Fig. 4B (where the inverse distance
d to the antigen is used as a proxy for fitness).
At long times, the process will fall into one of the uni-
versality classes of extreme value statistics. More realistic
descriptions accounting for demographic noise, or genetic
drift, are not discussed here. Despite its simplicity, this
basic model shows how the speed of evolution of binding
to self-antigens depends on the dimension of the effec-
tive shape space, the density of self-antigens relative to
the cross-reactivity range `, and the rate of introduction
of new clones. This approach provides a starting point
for analysing the effects of population dynamics on aging
immune repertoires.
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FIG. 4: Selection of ever more specific clones in a stable anti-
genic landscape. A. Cartoon of the shape space and niche
assumption. The fitness of receptor clones in determined
by its distance to antigenic resources in the effective shape
space Ω = (0, 1)d. Each antigen (red circles) defines an ef-
fective niche, in which one clone dominates (large blue re-
ceptors), while all others are outcompeted are decay expo-
nentially (small blue receptors). New receptor clones are be-
ing introduced from the thymus or bone marrow (small green
receptors), and usually stay small or decay because less fit
than dominant clones. When a new clones falls inside the
blue area, it starts outcompeting the existing dominant clone
and displaces it (large green receptor). B. The dynamics of
Eqs. 2-4 was simulated with  = 1, ν = 1, and µ(Si) = q/Si
with q = 0.01, and compared to the analytical prediction of
Eq. 15. Position of clones and antigens are drawn uniformly
at random in an abstract recognition shape space Ω = (0, 1)2,
and interact with each other as a function of their distance:
Kij = e
−dij/`2 with ` = 0.001. The number of antigens is
M = 1000. Blue lines are the predictions of Eq. 15 and
black lines are the results of simulations after respectively
800 and 2500 days. Parameters are set to θ = 15 day−1 and
P0(C) = δC,2.
IX. CONCLUSION
While a variety of models of evolution of adaptive im-
mune repertoires have been developed [33–36, 39–43, 53–
55], many of them can be described as different variants
of a common set of simple equations (Eqs. 1-4), which are
relevant for a variety of repertoire subsets. Specific sub-
classes of these models (presented in Sections V and VII)
predict the observed long-tailed clone size distributions
of the combined naive and memory repertoires [4, 25–32]
8and explain them as a result of a strongly fluctuating
environment [43]. However, while the global features of
the clone size distributions are reproduced, the detailed
structure of the competition between cells, which defines
how cells experience the fluctuations of the environment,
is still not clear. Specifically, the observed distributions
are consistent both with clone and cell specific fitness
fluctuations. Interestingly, the clone size distributions of
naive subsets do not have the long tails of unsorted reper-
toires, and are in principle consistent with predictions of
neutral models presented in Section III [32]. However,
more detailed studies are needed to assess the role of
competition for self-antigens also in these subsets. Lastly,
the same theoretical considerations can be extended to
study the open question of the aging of immune reper-
toires. In Section VIII we proposed a model of aging
based on selective sweeps of dominant clonoytpes in in-
dependent niches. With the advent of repertoire data
from organisms of different ages [62, 63], it will be inter-
esting to verify these models and see how the collective
population dynamics of lymphocytes changes with age.
We have shown here that using stochastic population
level models can offer insights into lymphocyte dynam-
ics from static measurements of the clone size distribu-
tions. These models have great interpretive and predic-
tive power, however whole repertoire data is still rela-
tively rare and clone size distributions only provide us
with one way of probing the dynamics. The idea of us-
ing a snapshot of the immune repertoire to learn about
its history can be extended beyond distributions of clone
sizes by using the other features extracted from receptor
sequence distributions that can provide clearer insight
into the underlying dynamics. For example, how similar
receptor sequences are in phenotypic space is a potential
marker of both competitive exclusion and co-variation of
co-stimulated clones. This task requires solving the very
hard question of linking distances in phenotypic space
with sequences, or simultaneously probing the pheno-
typic space of many receptors in high throughput exper-
iments. Experiments going in these directions are cur-
rently being developed [64, 65]. Alternatively, one could
look for appropriate metrics directly in sequence space
that inform us about competitive exclusion and the dis-
tribution of clonotypes [8, 66]. In both cases, performing
such anaylyses requires overcoming both the data sam-
pling problem and building the bioinformatics tools to
recover these distributions from data.
The adaptive immune system is of course vastly more
complex than suggested by the models presented in this
paper. In particular, the relative importance of naive
and memory repertoires with age, thymic output, divi-
sion and death rates of cells and the overall decay with
age of different functions of the body could have unex-
pected effects on repertoire statistics and should be fur-
ther investigated. The adaptability of immune systems
implies that they depend strongly on their history and
we can expect that certain properties of the repertoire
will show history dependence. For example, experiments
suggest the existence of long-lived clones that benefited
from less competitive homeostatis conditions in utero to
expand to large sizes [30].
The mathematical models discussed here pay little at-
tention to the initial conditions of the population dynam-
ics, as specified by early repertoire maturation and de-
velopment. This simplification is motivated by the quick
establishment of a steady state, or at least of an adiabat-
ically changing steady state. However, some character-
istics of repertoire development in utero can survive for
decades [30]. An interesting direction would be include
the effect of these early maturation events in population
dynamics models. Such extensions could help to explain
the inequality of susceptibility to infection and morbidity
across individuals in a given species.
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